
REPROCESS CLAIMS 
SymKey can duplicate claims and optionally 
negate the original, adding an additional 
information line to cross reference the original 
claim to the duplicated claim.

ADJUDICATE CLAIMS 
SymKey can utilize QC's Adjudication functions 
to re-adjudicate claims and clear adjudication.

OVERRIDE RESULT CODES 
SymKey can approve, deny, pend, and hold 
claim lines by overriding their result code 
statuses. SymKey can also override claim 
header result code statuses.

ADD RESULT CODES 
SymKey can add result codes to claim lines.

ADD CLAIM NOTES 
SymKey can add notes to claims. setting any of 
the fields on the note.

CHANGE CLAIM STATUS 
TO DENIED 
SymKey can utilize QC's Change Claim Status 
function to override: line statuses to Denied, 
effectively denying the entire claim.

OVERRIDE PAYMENT AMOUNTS 
AND ADJUDICATION FIELDS 
SymKey can add result codes to claim lines.

REMOVE CLAIM LINE PAYMENT, 
ADJUDICATION, AND RESULT 
CODE OVERRIDES 
SymKey can clear all overrides from the claim 
line payment details and adjudication details, 
clear all result code overrides, and delete all 
user-entered result codes, effectively restoring 
the claim to its original adjudicated state.

ADD AND DELETE CLAIM 
ADDITIONAL INFO 
SymKey can enter new additional information 
lines on the claim, as well as delete existing lines.
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Quantum Choice (QC)™
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HCIM is pleased to bring IntelliRPA® 
automation technology to PLEXIS 

Quantum Choice. 

QC clients can now do more by utilizing 
SymKey, the intelligent automation 
solution that processes claims 6-8x 
faster, with 100% accurately, delivering 
significant cost savings.

SymKey® Functionality 



APPROVE CLAIM LINE 
Professional claim service line CPT 35415 is on Hold with amount <= $23.99. SymKey approve the claim line by overriding the result 
code status from Hold to Approve and re-adjudicate the claim.

APPLY SUBROGATION DENIAL 
Result code QC0036 is present when there is possible subrogation due to the patient's accident being employment related, auto 
accident, or other accident. SymKey can override the status of result code QC0036 to Deny and add an appropriate explanation result 
code: WORK, SUBROACC, or SUBROAUTO, then re adjudicate the claim.

REPROCESS CLAIM 
Reprocess claims where the copay was taken in error, the contracted amount was originally wrong, or the CARC/RARC on a claim line 
was incorrect. SymKey can duplicate the paid claim, negate the original paid claim, and then adjudicate the duplicated claim which will 
now pay correctly based on the corrected configuration in QC.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION CROSS BILLING 
When the patient is a Veteran, bill the Veterans Administration on separate claim. SymKey can duplicate the claim, referencing the 
duplicate claim number on the original claim, then adjudicate and add HNCLIN result code to all lines on the duplicate claim with its 
status set to Approve, and finally override the claim header result code to a Hold status to wait for payment to be received from the 
Veterans Administration.

Example Scenarios

On track to exceed 2021 based on current average. 

Projected to exceed 128k in 2022.

Unique Claims Seen:

Currently have 23 scenarios running in production:
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SymKey for PCM Client Testimonial

2021

125,761

2020

98,208

2022

108,161

Professional Institutional

Based in Marquette, MI, Upper Peninsula Health Plan (UPHP) is a managed care 

and provider service organization serving Medicaid, dual, and Med Ad members.

Katie Cornell, 
Claims System Manager

“Knowing that we have SymKey for 

reprocessing projects is a relief because, 

without SymKey, reprocessing a bulk 

volume of claims while maintaining 

a current inventory can feel quite 

overwhelming.”


